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Welcome

Student
Principal’s
Hello Leesbrookers, parents/carers and 
residents,

Being part of the Student Leadership team here 
at Leesbrook has been a great opportunity for 
us, allowing us both to present ourselves as 
responsible role models within the Academy and 
community. We hope that Leesbrook students 
know that we are always here to help and that 
they can openly come to us.

We both look forward to helping everyone as 
much as we can to effectively achieve our 
Leesbrook mission:  Developing happy and 
successful leaders who are culturally enriched role 
models in our community. 

We wish everybody a Merry Christmas, 
and hope you all enjoy the break you deserve!
Eeysha & Shin (11P)

Principal’s

MESSAGE

EEYSHA

SHIN

PRINCIPAL
Ms Livesey

Dear students, families and our wonderful Leesbrook community,
I cannot believe I am writing this as our fifth Christmas is 
celebrated across our Leesbrook family! It has been so heart-
warming to have a much fuller school and to welcome such a 
wonderful cohort of 300 Year 7s who are truly delightful and am 
sure will contribute positively to Leesbrook life during their five 
years here.

Our current Y11 students will sit their GCSE examinations this summer 
and have been preparing for this with their mock examinations, which 
all students sat throughout November. We were so impressed with 
the commitment and conduct of our Year 11s, showing maturing and 
dedication to their exams. This will be our first full cohort of students 
who have been with us from Y7-11, and we certainly have very high 
hopes for them all! It has also been great to see so many Year 11s 
applying and receiving offers for places at colleges across Greater 
Manchester with a huge thank you to Oldham Sixth Form College for 
their inspirational visits which has encouraged all of our students to 
apply for their next steps.

We welcomed back our leavers in November who attended our 
Celebration Evening where we shared the success of this year group 
who attended Leesbrook from Year 8. We are so proud of their many 
achievements, and it was wonderful to hear of the success they are 
experiencing in college and training now. We cannot wait to hear all 
about their next steps!

Once again, it has been fantastic to see the many different Cultural 
Enrichment Clubs running across the Academy and particularly 
inspiring to see the work that students are putting into their clubs 
each evening, with some students taking part in clubs and societies 
every single night! We would urge parents and carers to ensure that 
their children are taking part in at least two of the 60 clubs that we 
have on offer. A reminder: Cultural Enrichment is a non-negotiable 
at Oasis Academy Leesbrook. All students are expected to attend at 
least two clubs. These clubs have formed a key part of our students’ 
applications to colleges and will do in the future for their applications to 
university. Most importantly, they contribute to giving our students the 
very best experience, both in and out of the classroom. Remember: in 
many organisations, clubs can cost up to £10 a session; all 60 of ours 
are free of charge! Leesbrookers, take the opportunity offered to you 
and sign up!

Our Student Leadership Team and Student Council continue to drive 
the decisions made in the Academy and have supported many of the 
decisions that have been made, or are in the process of being made, 
to enhance our Academy. Their professionalism and leadership skills 
make them a real inspiration across our Academy. In November, the 
Student Deputy Principals, Tom and Mata, welcomed the leader of 
Oldham Council, Amanda Chadderton and the Deputy Director of 
Education for Oldham, Tony Shepherd, to the academy to showcase 
the work the academy does to support with the current Cost of 
Living crisis. Cllr Chadderton was particularly impressed with our free 
breakfast provision and uniform store, all steps the academy is taking 
to break down barriers to student attendance and support with these 
difficult times. The Guardian newspaper also ran an article, of which 
Leesbrook featured on the front page, documenting the challenges 
faced by families during these financially difficult times. We were 
overwhelmed with kindness from people all over the UK who have 
made donations to support our provision and families. If you are 
struggling, please do not hesitate to get in touch. We are one family, 
and we will do all we can to support you.

A final plea to all families who drop off each day to consider: is there 
is an alternative way of transport for your child to get to school? 
Could they walk? Get on the bus? Ride their bike? We are very 
conscious of the impact on the roads, the safety of all and the effect 
on the environment. If this is unavoidable, please be courteous and 
considerate to the local residents when dropping off and picking up. 
Please do not block driveways or roads or drive at an excessive speed. 
There is a turning circle on the site to promote the flow of traffic. Please 
use this.

Once again, I thank you for your support, kindness and patience in 
what has been, again, a busy but rewarding term. 

Take care and have a restful Christmas break.
Sarah Livesey



This half term we welcomed our ‘Class of 2022’ back 

into the Academy to present them with their GCSE 

examination certificates. It was wonderful to see them 

and hear about how they have been getting on with 

their post 16 options. 

Our current Year 11s have just completed their first set of 

mock exams for this academic year, and it was a pleasure 

to see how hard they had worked. Further information 

about exams at Oasis Academy Leesbrook, including 

upcoming exam dates, can be found on our website 

www.oasisacademyleesbrook.org/learning/year-11-

exams.  Alternatively, please contact Ms Dean at:

becky.dean@oasisleesbrook.org. 

August 2022 saw our first ever Y11 cohort receive their GCSE results.  I’m proud to report that despite the enormous challenges these students faced due to the disruption of the pandemic, that the overall progress score of our students is amongst the highest in Oldham and well above the average for our Trust.  Amongst these results were some exceptional individual performances, not least from Suha who achieved 10 GCSEs grades 7-9!
Our current Y11 have just completed their first of two mock exam periods for the year, and all staff are working extremely hard to ensure that they are supported to fully realise their potential.  The next round of mocks will be in February, and I would ask that parents support us by encouraging regular revision at home, tips for which can be found on the students’ Teams pages online.  Intervention classes 

are also a regular addition to the school week, and we would like as many students as possible to be taking advantage of these sessions.

We are constantly looking to improve the quality of our teaching, and in order to do this we invest heavily in staff Continuous Professional Development (CDP).  We have continued with our “Instructional Coaching” for all staff members, in which every teacher is assigned a coach to work on a specific aspect of their pedagogy which in turn improves students’ attainment further.  
I am delighted to work with colleagues who, regardless of their experience, are always wanting to become better.

Mr P Jones
Deputy Principal

GCSE RESULTS

AND

EXAMS

LEARNING
Teaching
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NEWS

The English department have been very busy over the 

past terms with lots of excitement around the different 

stories we are exploring in lessons.

Year 7 have had an opportunity to explore the world of 

ancient Greece through their study of Greek mythology.  

They are now currently understanding the world of Sophocles 

through his famous ancient Greek tragedy ‘Antigone’ – a 

powerful and defiant woman who stood up heroically against 

the tyrannical King Creon.

Year 8 have been exploring what it means to create life 

through their study of the famous gothic novel ‘Frankenstein’.  

This has generated lots of meaningful conversations around 

how we treat outsiders in society and the dangers of being 

too hubristic.

Year 9 have begun the year exploring the world of 

Shakespeare through their study of ‘Othello’.  This play in 

particular has caused a lot of strong opinions as we continue 

to be shocked by the machinations and manipulations of the 

duplicitous Iago.

Year 10 have made an excellent start in their GCSE study as 

they began their first GCSE text – Shakespeare’s Macbeth.  

They have learned lots of context around The Divine Right of 

Kings, theories around witchcraft and the dangers of being 

ambitious.  We have been so impressed with their excellent 

start to their GCSEs and I am sure year 10 are ready to begin 

their next challenge – the murder mystery story ‘An Inspector 

Calls’ after Christmas.

Year 11 have also been working hard on their GCSE studies 

and have made huge improvements in their most recent 

mock exams.  They are now completing their final unit of 

work – the love and relationships poetry collection and have 

been doing an excellent job of discussing the ways poets 

use language and structure to convey different types of 

relationships.  Now they just need to get started on their 

revision ready for the exams this summer!

English All students now complete Reading Plus as 

part of their English homework. Reading Plus 

is an adaptive literacy solution that improves 

fluency, comprehension, vocabulary, stamina, 

and motivation. Reading Plus has been proven to 

improve literacy levels, meaning that if a student 

completes their Reading Plus activities with focus 

and concentration, they will improve 

their reading ability, which 
includes comprehension, 
vocabulary and reading 
fluency (words per minute). 

All students in Years 7-11 
are expected to complete 
Reading Plus as part of 
their English homework: 
Years 10 and 11 must 
complete at least 2 ‘books’ and 
2 ‘vocabulary’ sections each week, 

whereas Years 7-9 must complete at 

least 4 ‘books’ and 2 ‘vocabulary’ sections each 

week (Monday–Sunday). Years 7-9 are expected 

to complete more Reading Plus because they 

have a period 6 Literacy lesson twice per week, 

meaning they spend one hour on Reading Plus 

during lesson time. 

To access Reading Plus, students need to do 

the following:

• use their iPads and go to the Reading Plus 

website: www.student.readingplus.com/

seereader/api/sec/login  
• enter the ‘site code’: RPOASIS5

• log-in with the same username and 

password that they use to log-in at school

READING PLUS

Department
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Within the Academy, we have a 
Literacy focus of the week which 
can be seen by students on the TV 
screens around the building!
How to use semicolons
A semicolon looks like one dot on top of a comma (;). 
They create a break in a sentence that is longer than a comma but not as final as a full stop. It is used between two 
independent clauses that are 
related. Semicolons replace the 
conjunction (and, but, for, so).

For example: 
The breeze was cool; the sun 
was scorching.

How to use colons
A colon can be used to connect two independent sentences. Typically, a colon is used when the second sentence clarifies or explains the first sentence. It can also give emphasis, present 

dialogue and introduce lists or text.

For example:
Me and my sisters are 
really excited: we’re going to 
Disneyland!

How to use ellipsis
An ellipsis looks like three full stops ...

• It can be used to show a word or words have been removed from a quote.
• It can create suspense by adding a pause before the end of the sentence.
• It can also be used to show the trailing off of a thought.

For example: 
•	 Macbeth	said,	‘it	will	

have blood (…) blood 
will have blood.’

•	 It	crept	closer	and	
closer…

•	 “I’m	not	sure	what	to	
do . . .” he said.

How to use direct 
speech
• each new character’s speech starts on a new line• speech is opened with speech marks• each line of speech starts with a capital• the line of speech ends with a comma, exclamation mark or question mark
• a reporting clause is used at the end (said Jane, shouted Paul, replied Mum)
• a full stop goes after the reporting clause• if the direct speech in the sentence is broken up by information about who is speaking, add in a comma or question mark or exclamation mark to end the first piece of speech and a full stop or another comma before the second piece (before the speech marks)

For example: 
“It’s	lovely,”	she	
sighed,	“but	I	
can’t	afford	it	
right now.” 
“I	agree!”	
said Kate. 
“Let’s	go!”

LITERACY
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In lessons, our 
Leesbrookers have 

been working hard at developing their mathematical skills and knowledge. 
Currently this half term, our year 7s have been recapping and building upon their knowledge from primary school as well as strengthening their algebraic skills, a new concept for many of our students. Year 8 have been deepening their algebraic skills and combining skills to plot linear graphs. Year 9 have also been building on their algebraic skills, in the form of solving equations, expanding and factorising expressions. Year 10 have been working on percentages and exploring the different career paths that would use percentages, for example, in one lesson, they were acting as investment consultants and offered advice to clients about which bank was best for them. Our year 11s have also been busy revising for their mocks where they completed a full set of maths papers.

A special shout out to the following students who have been nominated for student of the week by the Maths department this autumn term: 
Inaam (8ST)

Amelie (10SP)

Madhi (10A)

Ali (11P)

Azaan (8SP)

Taylor (8L)

Minahil (9P)

Well done!

SHOUT OUTS!

MAths
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science

Wild Ed
 
Over this term some of our Year 9 students took 
part in a workshop called Wild ED.

It is run by a charity called Action for Conservation. 
The students focused on environmental education 
which helps create awareness about environmental 
issues. Students explored possible problems and 
solutions in school and have created projects they 
aim to work on during the year to help Leesbrook 
become a more sustainable school. One of the 
ideas was to create sustainable bird feeders using 
recycled materials to attract different species of 
birds to the local area. 

 Pulse CSI
  
Year 10 students developed the skills and 
knowledge attributed to forensic investigation as 
they learned the techniques of gathering fingerprint 
evidence, using forensic equipment of brushes 
and powders. Students were taught about the 
uniqueness of fingerprints and DNA. They also 
gathered trace evidence, looking at hair and 
fibres under a microscope as a part of a forensic 
investigation, the use of Ultraviolet light at a Crime 
Scene and how to uncover footwear evidence at 
a Crime Scene. The students applied their newly 
acquired knowledge and skillset to the investigation 
of a mock-up crime scene to investigate who is 
responsible for the crime. 

Stretch and Challenge
Using whiteboards and whole class 
feedback for KS4 for exam practice, 
students were given an exam question 
and then given a few minutes to answer 
on their whiteboards. 

The teacher then scanned the 
answers and selected two, asking 
the students what marks each 
would receive. 

Through this comparison 
it was made explicit 

what constitutes 
full marks, and 

addressed areas 
where students 
were missing 
marks in 
assessments.

NEWSDepartment



MODERN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES

The MFL department 
have been buzzing 

this term with 
a fresh new 
cohort of Year 
7s embracing 
German and 
being one of 
the leading 
departments 
for arranging 

trips. We also 
launched a 

book of challenge activities for the 
European Day of Languages that was met with much enthusiasm.

Year 7 are learning about the world around them and have well and truly embraced the transition to high school. 7SP’s Mason and Sameyah and 7Ms Leah have been particularly fantastically in German, representing the 9 habits and working hard.
Year 8 have been learning about their local town and free time activities. For their first piece of assessed writing they were given a GCSE style question, with some students stepping up to the task amazingly by scoring full marks. Mr Gradwell has been particularly impressed by 7M’s Zara, Aleeza and Aleena. Bon travail girls!

In Year 9, Mr Gradwell has been blown away by the standard of Spanish work. Massive shout out to Kushnood, Rubbat, Anabia, Aishah, Madiya and Maisha for being their best selves! There will be a trip to Manchester University planned for Y9 soon, watch this space!

Year 10 German has got off to a flying start with Ms Kaur-Parkes taking 40 students to the University of Manchester for a Careers Roadshow organised by the Goethe Institute; the world’s leading organisation promoting teaching of German culture and language. The students enjoyed the university atmosphere and 

opportunity to discover what careers they can get with a language. Ms Holmes would like to congratulate Taiba, Samira, Areeb, Liyana and Thabiso among others for smashing the first term of year 10.
Year 11 have just completed their mock exams and been learning about the theme of future plans and studies. Mr Gradwell and Mr Welsh are also running a revision club after school to help Year 11 with their revision. 20 students also went to Home Cinema in December to watch a French film followed by a workshop with a university professor!

Giving students tiered activities gives all students the option to stretch and challenge their skills. 

Each of the questions here are linked to Leesbrook grade descriptors which raises students awareness of what a secure/deep looks like and what they should be aiming for. 

STRETCH AND 

CHALLENGE
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HUMANITIES

HISTORY
Our year 7s have made a fantastic start to life at Leesbrook. They have started their history learning journey with a study of ‘the world in the year 1000.’ 

They have been exploring the physical and symbolic connections between 
the Byzantine Empire in Constantinople and the Islamic Empire in Baghdad and Cordoba. They have engaged enthusiastically in discussion and developed their understanding of the work of a historian by delving into concepts such as empire, power and religion. 

Our year 8s have also been introduced to the new History curriculum, starting with a study of the Greater Mughals and their conquest of South Asia. We have discussed what 

mattered to the Mughals and the legacy they have left behind. 
Year 9 started the year with a study of democracy and women’s suffrage. More recently we have completed our unit on the causes of the outbreak of the First World War. We are now looking at the outcomes and cost of the War on the lives of different people around the world. Our pupils have responded well to our new key stage three curriculum and are positively engaged in the rigour and diversity of the topics. 

Our year 10s have made an excellent start to the rigour of GCSE History, starting with their British Depth unit ‘Henry VIII & His Ministers.’ We have looked at the roles that key advisors played during Henry’s reign and how they carried out the Reformation, one of the most significant processes in British history. This unit has now come to an end and we will go on to studying for our thematic unit ‘Crime & Punishment’ where we will learn about crime and punishment from c1000 to present day. 

Year 11 as always have shown resilience and commitment to their GCSE studies. Our year 11s have recently completed their first round of mock exams for this year. We hope this will give them the motivation and insight into the importance of revision and consistency to succeed in their GCSE exams this year. This term we have been studying for our period study unit ‘The American West.’ Here, we have explored the changes in the lives of indigenous Americans and the role of Europeans settlers in changing the structure of this part of the world.

Our Leesbrookers have impressed the Humanities Team with their philosophical minds, understanding of faith and readiness to both ask and answer deep and meaningful questions about life.  

Throughout the last term, Year 7 have been immersed in the study of what it means to be human, examining different worldviews about the nature and purpose of human beings through the exploration of creation accounts.  Year 8 have been exploring whether it is possible, or not, to convincingly prove the existence of God.  They have grappled with the philosophical arguments around design, miracles, logic and morality, before evaluating whether any of these theories enable us to definitively prove the existence of God.  Year 9, on the other hand, have been engaged in an extended study on how humans make moral decisions.

They have mastered challenging ethical approaches to making moral decisions including virtue ethics, situation ethics and utilitarianism, before moving on to explore how divine laws can shape and determine our moral choices in life.
All our Year 10 students study GCSE Religion, Philosophy and Ethics, and have made an impressive start to their course.  So far this year they have examined the broad theme of Relationships, applying their knowledge of religion and humanism to questions linked with family, marriage, divorce and gender equality.  Year 11 have continued with their GCSE study by exploring, in depth, foundational Christian beliefs in God, Jesus, salvation and the afterlife – all whilst revising for their first round of full mock exams!  Many are making great strides towards mastering the key GCSE questioning skills.  

We are proud of them all!

RELIGIOUSEDUCATION
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HUMANITIES

Year 7 have started their Geography 
at Leesbrook by examining their 

local Geography before thinking 
about the wider global system.  
We have now moved on to 
explore social and economic 
development across the world, 
specifically how development 
across the world is different. 

 
Year 8 started the 
Year by examining 
our world’s changing 
population and 
urbanisation.  We 
specifically spent time 
looking at how urban change 
in Mumbai has created both 
opportunities and challenges for the 
local people.  Since half term we have been examining cold 

environments (Mr Jones’ all-time favourite!).  We have been 

looking at how ice has shaped the landscape through erosion 

and deposition.  

In Year 9 we have spent our first 
half term looking at a variety of 

ways that the world, and its 
geography, is interconnected.  
To this we examined the 
impacts of the Eyjafjallajökull 
eruption in Iceland in 2010 
and more recently, the 
coronavirus pandemic.  We 
then moved on to think 

how our actions today will 
cause threats in the future 

such as coral bleaching and 
overpopulation. 

Year 10 have made a 
very positive start to 
their GCSE course 
by completing 
both Natural 
Hazards and 
Living World.  We 
have now started 
a challenging 
unit looking at our 
world’s changing 
economy and the 
impacts it has upon 
people’s lives. 

Year 11 have worked incredibly hard in preparation for the 

mock exams and have been rewarded for their effort, resilience 

and enthusiasm.  Keep up the effort! We are now working on 

Urban Issues and Challenges, specifically Manchester and 

Rio de Janeiro.   

Finally, we have grown again as a department, welcoming 

Miss Akter to our department who has made a wonderful 

start to teaching at Leesbrook!

GEOGRAPHY

NEWSDepartment



It has been a very busy and successful start to the year for 

the PE & Wellbeing faculty at Oasis Academy Leesbrook. 

This has been our busiest start to the year we have had in 

our history.

Cultural Enrichment 
Programme 
This year we have 
continued our offer 
in PE to offer a 
wide variety of 
extra-curricular 
sports clubs. Our 
cultural enrichment 
timetable is linked 
to the curriculum we 
teach, personalised for 
our students and incredibly well 
attended and appreciated by our students. 

From November 2022 we have nearly 60% of the school signed 

up to at least one PE cultural enrichment club. We have girls 

only, invite only and sports leaders on offer to provide the best 

we can. 

Oldham School Sport
Alongside the plethora of clubs 

we offer in the academy, 
our Football teams across 
all year groups compete 
regularly in the Oldham 
schools football league 
and cup competitions. 
Special mention to our 
newly established year 7 

girls Football team who have 
performed valiantly in their first 

two fixtures.

Sports Leadership 
Academy 
Well done to Ali Hamza in 9P, who 

has become Leesbrook’s very first 

sports leader.

Beginning in September, Ali has given up his 

own time after school each Friday for over an hour to help lead 

key stage 3 Dodgeball club.

Ali has set up equipment, been proactive, officiated, led with 

humour and is fantastic role model to year 7 and 8 students in 

PE. He thoroughly deserves his reward of a sports leader polo 

shirt. 

He will now wear this polo shirt for all his PE lessons to raise the 

profile of our sports Leadership Academy.

Leesbrook Fitness 
Suite
We have recently 
completed our school 
fitness suite, our 
Leesbrookers 
are so fortunate 
to have such a 
wonderful facility 
to use both in and 
out of curriculum 
time.

We have a mixture 
of cardio machines, 
free weights, dumbbells 
and weight machines for our 
students to use and understand the 

benefits of leading a healthy active lifestyle. Our staff have even 

enjoyed ‘Friday Fitness’ with Mr Fay.

Year 10 Football

OALB v Waterhead

Well done to the Year 10 Football team who played their first 

and second match of the season against Waterhead. We saw 

goals from Praise, Aiyaan and Marvelous and some excellent 

defending from Rehan. 

Well done to all the team for 
showing great determination 
in their matches.

Team PE.

P.E. AND
Wellbeing
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DRAMA
This year, we had a successful trip with Year 10 and 11 students to watch Road by Jim Cartwright at our local theatre, Oldham Coliseum. It was our first ever trip, and it was a huge success. The students loved the play, and their conduct was exemplary. We are so proud of the KS4 students, and we look forward to more trips, in the future. 

In other news, we have now recruited Drama Leaders for every class. Successful candidates were chosen because of their attitude to learning, drama skills, and excellent applications. As a Drama Leader, students are given key responsibilities, such as awarding achievement points, using the theatre lighting, and modelling excellent practice.

We would like to extend 
our congratulations to all of our leaders, because, so far, they have been amazing.

Additionally, auditions for our school showcase “The Oasis Oscars” are well under way, with over 40 students taking part. The talent of our young people is outstanding, and we are excited to hear the singing auditions and to see them dance. The full cast list will be posted before the end of half-term, and the show will be at the end of the school year. It will be a huge celebration of everything the students have achieved in performing arts, this year. 

It has been a busy start to the academic year for 

the new look Music department at Oasis Academy 

Leesbrook, with a host of new equipment being purchased to 

aid the delivery of an engaging, varied, and purposeful music 

curriculum. The generous investment from the school has 

allowed students access to a range of exciting opportunities 

both in and outside of lessons, with class sets of guitars (bass, 

acoustic & electric), keyboards and percussion equipment now 

being available to students.

Year 7 have enjoyed a half term of singing, followed by a unit 

focussed on percussion. Students in Years 8 and 9 have focussed 

on remixing classical pieces of music by Haydn and Beethoven on 

their iPads, before going onto both keyboard and acoustic guitar this 

term, learning a popular piece of music. The students have created 

wonderful work and shown growing confidence to perform in front of 

others, something that the music department is keen to develop this 

year. 

Students have actively taken part in a range of extracurricular clubs 

including Guitar Club, Band Skills and Performance club. Having a 

passion for music outside of the classroom is a massive part of what 

we are aiming to build here at Leesbrook and each of these students 

are leading the way in this. 

As the year continues, keep a look out for performances at the 

school where opportunities to celebrate student work will be 

available. 

Instrumental Lessons

Many students in the Academy receive weekly instrumental lessons 

with a tutor from Oldham Music Service. Oasis Leesbrook Academy 

is extremely proud to offer extra-curricular instrumental tuition to all 

students. The cost of tuition and instrument hire is covered by the 

academy, so this fantastic opportunity is completely free of charge. 

Learning a musical instrument takes a lot of commitment and the 

majority of progress is made by the individual practicing between 

their lessons. The benefits of learning a musical instrument are well 

documented. Research highlights many benefits, including but not 

limited to: improved academic achievement, mental health benefits, 

further developed social skills, increased organisational skills, and 

greater commitment levels. 

More information about the music service can be found here: 

www.oldhammusicservice.co.uk

Music

NEWSDepartment
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Celebration of GCSE 
work in Art & Technology
Noar has been working on research on Surrealism, looking at the work of Rene Magritte and Salvador Dali. Every aspect of her work is excellent: her use of colour and tone to reproduce the techniques of the artists, her written annotation is detailed and of high quality showing a great understanding but I am most impressed with the effort she has taken with her presentation. She has clearly spent a lot of her own time at home ensuring it is the best it can be.

Eniola has had a fantastic few weeks recently, so rather than single out one specific piece of work I have highlighted her recent artist research, as well as the development work using a range of different materials. She has proved extremely adept when using pencil, acrylic, and oil pastels and her work is often used as an example of ‘what a good one looks like’. She works brilliantly independently and is a role model to others. Well done!

Yasin has worked consistently 
hard in Product Design and 
has produced work to 
a really high standard. 
He shows a mature 
approach to his work 
and always works 
to the best of his 
ability. He has gone 
on to produce some 
fantastic work so far.

Well done Yasin and 
keep up the great 
attitude!!

Menahil has consistently 
produced high level work in 

Product Design. She has 
worked independently 
to create a prototype 
outcome for her Year 
11 project. Alongside 
this, Menahil has 
completed design 
work that has inspired
other pupils. And of 
course, she has 
always showcased 
the 9 Habits, and 
is a pleasure to 
teach!!

ART &

DESIGN

ENIOLA 

YASIN

MENAHIL

NOAR
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Character
Oasis Academy leesbrook

Curriculum

Through Character Reading in Family Time, students have been able 
to benefit from one of the most diverse reading collections in the 
country, including new youth fiction novels such as “Kind of Spark” and 
“Homeboys”, as well as classics such as “The Philosopher’s Stone” 
and “When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit”.  Through these novels, our 
students have been able to explore the positive character virtues 
that we want all our Leesbrookers to develop and carry through 
to adulthood.  

Through the taught Character Curriculum in Family Time, students 
have explored a wide variety of themes as part of their Personal 
Development.  Year 7 have examined Life at Leesbrook and Rights and 
Responsibilities, exploring what it means to be a citizen of Modern Britain.  
Year 8 have explored the issue of Diversity and Respect, examining 
the nature of Modern Britain as a proudly diverse society and the 
responsibilities that we must all take-up to keep Britain proudly diverse 
and equal. Our Year 9 students have completed a unit of work on Money 
Matters, examining the key life skills of budgeting and saving as well 
as completing a case study on pay-day loans.  They have explored the 
theme of Respecting Our Bodies, looking at physical health, mental and 
emotional health, body image and eating disorders. 

Leesbrookers in Year 10 have examined the challenging theme of Mental 
Wellness exploring everything from the neuroscience of brain development 
during childhood and adolescence to the power of mindfulness in every-
day life; whilst Year 11 have demonstrated their maturity through the 
examination of Healthy Relationships.

Character Development sits at the heart 
of all that we do at Leesbrook, and 
there has been much to celebrate since 
starting term in September.  



Library
Activities

Check if your child has downloaded 
ePlatform today. All students should 
have downloaded ePlatform on their 

school iPads. There are many reasons why reading is important, 
but recent research suggests that by regularly practising active 
reading, students can increase their ability to retain information 
and become better at understanding texts more 
quickly. This is a fundamental part of 
essay writing and answering exam 
questions; another reason to ensure 
that your child is using our FREE 
eBooks software!

Our school library accepts book 
donations. These will be either added to 

the school library so that all our children can 
enjoy them, or donated to our book swap area, 
or given to a local charity. If you have books 
at home that you would like to donate, please 
hand them to our reception team. Thank you. 

There’s nothing quite like hearing about the 
behind-the-scenes process of putting a book 
together to engage readers and generate interest 
in the creative process. Hearing from an author in 
person puts a human face on one book, which often 
snowballs into an increased interest in books in general. 
In September a group of our Year 9 students were 
lucky enough to meet not one, but two, award winning 
authors; Matt Oldfield and Sufiya Ahmed. Students took part in fascinating 
workshops and even got to keep signed copies of the authors latest books. 
Sufiya Ahmed, author of our most popular books for our KS3 girls, completed 
her workshop with 15 students. They discussed girls’ rights activism, bullying, 
forced marriage and her career. A special day that we’ll all remember!

Inspiring learners

Creating leaders

Author Visits at Leesbrook 

There is now a family book 
swap trolley in the school’s main 
reception. Please feel free to take 
books from here and enjoy reading 
them at home or leave books for other 
people to enjoy. It is our aim that the 

book swap will bring together our community to share books 
they’ve enjoyed and take home new books for free. It will 
hopefully create a positive atmosphere and encourage more 
people to read for enjoyment, which can help to create a 
healthier, happier community. 

Community Reading 

Congratulations to Inaam from 8ST 
who won our School Summer Reading 
Challenge. Using ePlatform on her Horizons 
iPad, Inaam read the most books out of every 
other student over the summer holidays. Her 

efforts won her a fantastic book bundle! Well 
done Inaam and keep up the good work! Our 

Winter Reading challenge goes live on Friday 16th 
December…. watch this space! 

Leesbrook Summer Reading Champion 

wanted

ePlatform

This year Leesbrook is delighted 
to be participating in Bookbuzz, 
a reading programme that aims to 
help inspire a love of reading in 11 
to 13-year-olds. Years 7 and 8 have 
been presented with 17 books; from 
this selection the students have been 
busy picking which book they would 
like to keep. Our school librarian will 
then order the books. Once the books 
arrive, they will be distributed, and 
the students get to keep their book 
choices forever. A gift of reading from 
Leesbrook to our youngest students!

Buzzzzzzing about Books!



ENRICHMENT

This year we 
have had a 
record number 
of clubs running, with 
more than 60 clubs offered each half 
term. Every teacher at Leesbrook offers at 

least one cultural enrichment club per week after 
school which includes sports teams, school productions, cupcake making, 
True Colours Club and many, many more.

We are now offering a Duke of Edinburgh Award to a selection of our Y9 students. 
They will be the first set of students to take part in this award, which will run 
throughout their remaining time at Leesbrook.

We aim to reach out to the community and bring industry professionals into the 
academy, to run workshops with the student’s on a termly basis. We offer student’s 
trips outside of the Academy too, such as 
sporting events within the community and 
trips that supplement their educational 
experience.

Leesbrookers will make their new Cultural 
Enrichment choices in their first week back 
this January so please look out for the new 
Cultural Enrichment Timetable for 2023! 
Have a wonderful Christmas!

Mr Hallsworth and Mr Philp have both been busy 
running their Computer Science related clubs this 
half-term.

In Mr Hallsworth’s coding club students have learnt both block 
programming and text-based programming languages in a variety of 
challenges. We have taken part in the “Hour of Code” initiative and 
are proud that Oasis Leesbrook appears on the hour of code map. 
Students will continue to improve their coding skills for the rest of 
the half-term, preparing them for programming lessons and if they 
decide to take Computer Science as an option at Key Stage 4. 

Mr Philp has been running a Digital Enterprise club where students 
complete the ‘IDEA’ bronze, silver or gold award. This award helps 
students to develop digital, enterprise and employability skills and 
covers topics such as cyber security, fake news, personal information 
and GDPR. Students can choose their own topics and each topic 
contributes a score towards achieving their overall award.

Our True Colours group won the Category of Best Pupil 
LGBT+ Group at the NEU LGBT+ NEU Awards, recognising 
the outstanding work that Ms Sanderson, Ms Massey and the 
students are doing to raise awareness and provide support for 
our LGBTQ+ community.

We are so proud and grateful of the work the team are doing to 
ensure our students are part of an inclusive and supportive academy.

We are very excited to be part of Debate Mate this year: 
Debate Mate is a Cultural Enrichment club that helps students to 
become confident at using persuasive skills to debate a topic. Each week, 
University mentors come to school and train our selected Key Stage 3 
students: the sessions focus on important real-life issues, whilst making the 
experience super fun!

Here are some comments from our current Debate Mate-ers…

Favour 8L:
“In my opinion, Debate Mate is fun because you can talk amongst each other and 
can change the world by one voice!

It is helping me to build up my skills. I would personally recommend it to anyone. 
You can be the difference today! Oasis Academy Leesbrook, you are invited to 
Debate Mate. If you want to join, then do it now! Debate Mate is here to help you.”

Shahzaib 8L:
“For me, it depends on the type of interests you have. If you’re 
the type of person to want to share an opinion and have a logical 
debate, then this could be a good fit for you. What we do is 
make arguments about certain topics and see who comes out 

victorious.”

Cultural
Computer Science

NEU LGBT+ Conference and Awards

Enrichment
Clubs

Cultural



This year we celebrated Anti-
Bullying Week 2022 by hosting 
several events. 
Students were asked to fill out an anti-bullying 
survey with the help of our Student Council members 
promoting the survey and asking everyone in their 
Family Groups to fill the survey in. The results will be 
reviewed, and actions will be taken to help all students 
succeed at Oasis Leesbrook. 

The Student Principal team then worked with the Anti-
bullying team to create an amazing assembly informing 
students of key staff and allowing students to know 
how to report incidents. The Student Principal’s used 
the assembly to inform students of the definitions of 
bullying and how important it is to help people in need.
 
Throughout the week the students and staff were able 
to wear odd socks to promote Anti-Bullying Week; 
we saw several students and staff wearing odd socks 
and discussing the reasons why it was so important to 
promote anti-bullying. 

The students were given the opportunity to also take 
part in a poster competition, where they were asked to 
create a poster to promote Leesbrook’s anti-bullying 
scheme. The 2 shortlisted students’ posters were 
displayed within the Dining Room and at family dining 
the pastoral staff asked students and staff to vote 
for their favourite poster. With 450 students and staff 
voting, our winner was Musa in 7P and our runner up 
being William in 11A. The students received a certificate 
and a treat for taking part. The winning poster will be 
enlarged and displayed around school.

ANTI
Bullying
week

MUSA - 1ST PLACE

ODD

SOCKS

WILLIAM - RUNNER UP

Bullying
toNO



Our Year 9 students visited Chester Zoo. This visit 
enabled students to enhance their knowledge about 
science and conservation of wildlife. 

The experience allowed them to understand how zoos 
protect a range of animals and plant species threatened 
with extinction. Our students study ecology and 
ecosystems and the trip allowed them to further develop their knowledge about these topics 
and then debate the pros and cons behind zoos from an academic perspective. 

Our students showed impeccable manners and interacted with the zookeepers and the public. 

Chester Zoo

Twenty Year 10 students have been selected 
to participate in a new academic varsity event 
in Oldham, which has been accredited by the 
University of Oxford’s OxNet Programme.  

Leesbrook students will receive academically challenging 
lessons alongside 180 other students from around 
Oldham. 

These hard-working students will attend a graduation 
event when they complete all three events next year. 

Oldham Sixth Form 
Varsity Programme

trips



At Oasis Academy Leesbrook, we believe that the right 
kind of careers education is not only the key to future 
success but has the power to be truly transformational 
in the lives of our students.  Because of this, careers 
education is fully integrated into our curriculum.  This 
means that skills for work readiness are delivered every 
day in all curriculum areas, from Year 7 onwards.

We have continued our work from the previous term to grow 
and include careers education at Leesbrook. We have some 
exciting career workshops planned for all our year groups in 
the new year. 

NHS NextGen Workshop was delivered to some of our 
Year 10 & 11 students. The workshop aimed to give an 
informative insight to students, supported by NHS nursing 
ambassadors, aimed at dispelling the myths around the 
nursing sector and informing young people about the 
amazing opportunities that a nursing career can offer. The 
students really enjoyed this, and the workshop facilitator 
was delighted in the student participation.

A selection of Year 10 students had the opportunity to 
attend a German Careers Roadshow by the Goethe 
Institute hosted by the University of Manchester. This was 
arranged by Ms Kaur-Parkes from the MFL team so a 
massive thanks to her! The students had an enjoyable day 
and were able to find out about opportunities in another 
country.

Careers Guidance
Our collaborative work with Positive Steps has been a major 
success this year with all our Year 11 students having had 
careers guidance interviews.  Abdul from Positive Steps has 
been working hard when in the Academy to help the Year 
11 students with the support and guidance needed to apply 
and gain a post-16 education place for a September 2023 
start! All our Year 11s have spoken about their potential 
careers and have clear visions for their own futures. 

Abdul has given group sessions as well as seeing many 
of the Year 11s daily. I would like to thank Oldham Sixth 
Form College and Oldham College for their continued 
support. 

College Applications
Our Year 11 students have been working extremely 
hard preparing their college applications for the new 
academic year 2023/24. Oldham Sixth Form College 
and Oldham College have been in assisting the students 
with applications as well as coming into the Academy to 
deliver assemblies to Year 11 students. Oldham College 
also delivered a T-Level Workshop for the Year 11s. In 
addition to our local college providers, we have also had 
assemblies from Hopwood Hall College, Bury College, 
Tameside College and Clarendon Sixth Form, to give 
the year 11s as much information and guidance on their 
choices. I would like to thank all the colleges for their hard 
work and the guidance they have provided for our students 
in this process. I would also like to thank Leesbrook’s 
Ms Firdos who has provided outstanding support for our 
Leesbrookers, in assisting them with their Post 16 option 
applications. Our students are extremely lucky to have you!

careers AND

FUTURES



Keeping children safe is the number one priority of the 

academy and the Safeguarding Team are active within the 

academy hosting assemblies and being visible to support 

students with any concerns or worries they may have. 

There are several challenges facing young people in society and 

their families at any one time, and the skilled and experienced 

Designated Safeguarding Leads and Deputies are here to 

help. For more information about safeguarding at Leesbrook 

please visit www.oasisacademyleesbrook.org/academy-life/

safeguarding.

Oasis Academy Leesbrook pride themselves on developing happy and successful leaders who are role models in our community.  Our students have the right to the best possible education and to do this, attendance is essential. At Leesbrook we lead the way for high student attendance, and we work closely with our students and families to support and maintain regular attendance and punctuality. The academy attendance target is 96% and parents have a legal responsibility to ensure their child attends school. 

Attendance is very important, this applies to every term within the school year. When booking holidays, we advise you to take these in half term breaks; and if your child has a family emergency, please let us know at your earliest convenience. Please remember to book all medical/dental appointments after school or outside of term time. 

Good attendance will provide better exam results, more opportunities and achievements within the school and future life chances. Poor attendance and punctuality will have a negative effect and could lead to your child being placed on an attendance report and penalty notices from the local authority. Please ensure you make us aware of any absences for your child and try and encourage them to arrive to school on time. Call 01612904000 and select option 1, or email attendance@oasisleesbrook.org before 9.00am for every day of absence.

Young people spend many hours a week connected to the 

internet for social and academic activities, so the Leesbrook 

E-Safety provision led by Mr Pickering is an integral part of 

the Pastoral support of offer. 

Following the successful introduction of E- Safety Student 

Officers to provide peer support for online safety, interventions 

and advice, we are soon to expand our team of E- Safety Student 

Officers. 

If you are passionate about supporting and gaining more 

knowledge on E-Safety, please keep an eye out for further 

information about how to apply to become an E-Safety Student 

Officer. Please contact Mr Pickering for more information.

AND

PASTORAL 

SAFEGUARDING

E-SAFETY

Safeguarding

Here at Leesbrook, we want as many students as possible 
to benefit from the expertise and experience of our Pastoral 
team.  

Groups run on a weekly basis and allow students the opportunity 
to be holistically supported.  These groups include bullying 
awareness, self-care and confidence, Social Skills, Positive 
behaviours within school and many more! We have a zero-tolerance approach to bullying and our awareness groups help 
support students in understanding the different types of bullying, 
how it can affect people around them and how to safely report 
bullying if they should see it. 
Our self-care and confidence building sessions have been very 
popular with students to develop coping strategies to enhance 
mental health and wellbeing alongside personal care and hygiene. Social skills groups support our students in how to form 
healthy relationships. Sessions have also supported students in 
learning how to communicate effectively, how to have difficult 
conversations and how to support those around them. 

Many young people will come to conclusions about their sexual 

orientation and gender identity during their teenage years. This is during 

a time of already immense change. In a world which still views being 

heterosexual as ‘normal’, gender as being the same as the biological 

sex you were born with, and anything else as ‘different’, coming out can 

really add to the pressure and anxiety that young people feel. 

The increased risk of poor mental health and being LGBTQ+ is well 

documented. Embracing being LGBTQ+ can have a positive impact on 

someone’s wellbeing. It might mean they have more confidence, a sense 

of belonging to a community, feelings of relief and self-acceptance, and 

better relationships with friends and family. In response to these issues, and 

with our school ethos at the forefront of what we do at Leesbrook, we have 

formed a school club aptly named “True Colours”. Under the supervision 

of staff, they have since created a student resource on the topic of sexual 

and gender identities, this also serves as a source of information on what it 

means to belong to the LGBTQ+ community, and to signpost students on 

where to go for support. 

A more recent project led by the group is that they have designed a Pride 

Mural which will be installed on a school wall as a demonstration of the 

schools’ commitment to creating a free space where people belonging to 

different sexual orientations and gender identity can co-exist together. We 

now also offer sessions for students who need support in relation to sexual 

orientations and gender identities. 

Should parents or students require any support at home on this topic please 

contact our Pastoral team members Ms Sanderson Emma.Sanderson@

oasisleesbrook.org or Mr Pickering Michael.pickering@oasisleesbrook.

org.

LGBTQ+

PASTORAL ACTIVE SUPPORT TEAM

ATTENDANCE
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Parental controls  
With Christmas nearly here and perhaps with presents 
including new technology or related games being received, we 
thought we’d provide you with a little reminder of how to set up 
appropriate parental controls. 

Games/consoles  
First, check the PEGI rating of any new games to ensure that your child is 
old enough to be playing them. PEGI provides age classifications for games 
and considers the age suitability of a game, not the level of difficulty. It is 
important to note that PEGI do not take into consideration the chat facilities 
within games. If a game does allow your child to communicate with others 
then you can adjust the settings so they are appropriate to your child - or 
disable it completely. 

Secondly, for any consoles (new and old), it is important to set up appropriate 
controls such as restricting spending limits and again managing who they can 
communicate with. Follow the links below to find out how to set up Parental 
Controls for each device:
 
Xbox: Xbox Family Settings: Responsible Gaming for All | Xbox
Playstation: How to set parental controls on PS5 consoles (playstation.com)
Nintendo Switch: Nintendo Switch Parental Controls | Hardware | Nintendo

Tablets/Smart phones  
As well as setting up parental controls on the device itself, remember to 
check any apps your child would like on their device. Is it suitable for their 
age? Review all settings and privacy options for each app. For the devices 
themselves use the available settings to prevent purchases, restrict content 
viewed and adjust privacy settings. Follow the links below to find out more: 

iPhones/iPads: www.support.apple.com/en-gb/HT201304 
Google Play: www.support.google.com/googleplay/answer/1075738

Instagram
Is your child on Instagram? 
You should be over 13 years of age to set up an account.
Instagram is used to post photos and videos. Users can also DM (direct 
message), send disappearing messages, add to their stories (these disappear 
after 24 hours) and broadcast live. Instagram have now introduced new age 
verification software to help confirm the age of users. Any user who tries to 
change their age will have to upload an ID document or take a video selfie. 
You can find out more here:
www.saferinternet.org.uk/blog/instagram-rolls-out-age-verification-for-
users

Personalised Digital Toolkit 
Answer some simple questions and get age specific advice and 
recommendations: www.internetmatters.org/digital-family-toolkit/

Be kind online 
It can be very easy online for children to behave in a way that they wouldn’t if 
they were face to face with each other. Talk to your child about how they are 
speaking to others online and encourage them to talk to people online with 
respect and kindness, like they would if they were face-to-face. 

Dr Linda Papadopoulos (Internet Matters Ambassador) provides tips on 
how you can help your child to be kind online in this YouTube video such as 
teaching them how to be inclusive and think about how they would like to be 
treated online themselves: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BqKi3J7g6Q&t=9s 

Ensure that your child understands that if they receive unkind messages (or 
see something that worries them) then they should not reply or engage in 
conversation with them, but that they should tell a trusted adult. You can use 
the tools within an app to report any offensive or hurtful content as well as 
block people so they cannot contact you again in the future. 

Unicef have a comprehensive area on their website, which talks about what 
Cyberbullying is and how to stop it: 
www.unicef.org/end-violence/how-to-stop-cyberbullying 
Childline also have a lot of information about Cyberbullying, including advice 
to those that might be bullying: 
www.childline.org.uk/info-advice/bullying-abuse-safety/types-bullying/
bullying-cyberbullying/

How can the law help me? 
Whilst we wait for the Online Safety Bill to be passed, which will hopefully 
improve Online Safety, there are certain laws already established to 
help protect us online. For example, in the UK we have the Malicious 
Communications Act 1988 that states it is an offence to send a 
communication that conveys an indecent or grossly offensive message or a 
threat. We also have the Protection from Harassment Act 1997, which covers 
threatening behaviour or harassment online. 

Report Harmful Content have curated a list of laws that are relevant to online 
behaviour here: 
www.reportharmfulcontent.com/when-should-you-go-to-the-police/

Online Safety with Google 
As part of Google Families, Google have a hub of resources that you can use 
including conversation starters with links to additional tools and advice and 
information about parental controls. Google also provide you with resources 
to help your children build healthier habits and stay safe online. There is also a 
selection of ideas on how to use technology as a family in a fun and engaging 
manner such as exploring the world and learning how to code. You can 
access the hub here:
www.families.google/intl/en_uk/

CEOP: 
Updated 4-7s website and guide 
This updated website from CEOP Education is designed for children to visit 
with their parents/carers. The children answer a series of questions as they 
work towards collecting badges. You can find out more here:
www.thinkuknow.co.uk/professionals/resources/4-7s-website/

Screentime advice 
We’re often asked how long children should spend on their devices each day. 
Childnet have created a blog discussing why it is difficult to specify a limit and 
what you should consider. You can read it here:
www.childnet.com/blog/screen-time-guidance-for-parents-and-carers/

E-SAFETY
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Creating a 
community of 
choices & chances
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“It’s the most wonderful time of the year!” But what if you’re not happy? 

Here’s some Leesbrook advice on things you can do to ensure you still 

enjoy the festive period this year, but also look after your mental health: 

 

 

                                      

 Sleep/Rest - A good night’s sleep is so important when it 

comes to looking after your mental health. It’s said that 

teenagers need an average of nine-and-a-half hours. 

 

Stay Active - If you’re feeling a bit overwhelmed or low at 

Christmas, why not go out for a walk? You could go on your 

own or with someone else or go for a bike ride or even a 

run. 

 

Personal Hygiene/Sensory- As a teenager, students 

need to be taking daily care of their hygiene. Having a 

shower or a bath can also be used as a self-soothing 

activity to reduce stress/anxiety. 

Distraction: 

    

 
 

 

 

Apps that can help: 

 

Mindfulness App       Calm Harm  

 

 

 

 

 

Artwork By Iqra Rafiq 
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We take pride in every one of our 
students at the academy and know 
that they are equally proud to be 
wearing their Academy badge on their 
uniforms. Our branded uniform can 
be purchased only from Zutti, 81-83 
Yorkshire Street, Oldham, OL1 3ST. If 
you need more information please look 
here www.oasisacademyleesbrook.
org/academy-life/uniform

If students forget a piece of their 
uniform, they can borrow from the 
uniform room, which is located 
opposite the male PE changing rooms. 
Items are to be returned at the end 
of the school day or parents may be 
charged.

Shoes that are NOT permitted - Please don’t waste your 
money as they will not be allowed! 

Instead please pick polishahble shoes - think of shoes that 
could be worn for an interview with proper non-rubber soles.

School uniform plays a key role in promoting pride, self-confidence, 
and a feeling of belonging within the student body. These factors 
contribute to students’ wellbeing, removing the additional pressures 
of deciding what to wear and added stress of meeting the 
expectations of their peers.

OASIS ACADEMY LEESBROOK

UNIFORM

FOOTWEAR
X

WHITE SHIRT

BLACK KNEE-LENGTH SKIRT

BLACK SMART TROUSERS

BLACK SMART SHOES

OASIS LEESBROOK TIE

SCHOOL BLAZER WITH 

OASIS LEESBROOK LOGO 

V-NECK JUMPER WITH

OASIS LEESBROOK LOGO 

http://www.oasisacademyleesbrook.org/academy-life/uniform
http://www.oasisacademyleesbrook.org/academy-life/uniform


updates
Staff

SLT
Mr Kolbuck – Deputy Principal (Impact & Assessment)

Teaching
Mr Shojib – Teacher of Maths
Ms Calvert – Teacher of Science

Support Staff
Ms Qamar – Teaching Assistant
Ms Sharif – Teaching Assistant
Ms Akhtar – Teaching Assistant 
Ms Mehta – Teacher of SEND/SENCO
Ms Parker – Assistant SENCO
Ms Patterson – Pastoral Support Worker
Ms Riley – Pastoral Support Worker 
Ms Percival – Pastoral Intervention Worker: 
Academy Mental Health Leader
Mr Osuhua – Cover Supervisor
Ms Begum – Cover Supervisor
Ms Shkak – Lunchtime Supervisor
Ms Nosheen – Lunchtime Supervisor
Ms Parvez – Lunchtime Supervisor

Ms Lowe – Assistant SENCO
Ms Parker – Pastoral Support Worker
Ms Fitzpatrick – Attendance Manager

And to those staff that are 
leaving us, goodbye and good 
luck!  You have been an integral 
part to our Academy and you 
will be very much missed!

INTERNAL PROMOTIONSNEW STAFF

Inspiring learners

Creating leaders
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